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A Perfect Marriage
Genesis 2:15 And the LORD
GOD took the man,
man and put him
into the garden of Eden to dress
it and to keep it. (KJV#)
The LORD God= here The
GOD of Power for Creation
is seen also as the GOD of perfection, in finishing what He
started to do for man.
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Keep= guard, observe, give
heed. Have charge of, protect,
keep within bounds. Celebrate
(as in Marriage).
GOD used this same word
‘keep’ to call man to “keep
Covenant” with Him and with

Rib= out of man’s side,
to walk by man’s side.
Taken= take out of, removed to be replaced
in a fashion.

Woman= female (opposite
of man), wife.
Brought= bring in, cause
to come in, be introduced.

Garden= enclosure. figurative of
a Bride. Garden is mentioned 42
times in the Bible.

his bride/wife.
2:18 And the LORD GOD said,
It is not good that the man
should be alone; I will make
him an help meet for him.

Eden= Pleasure. Eden is mentioned 17 times.

Not good= not perfectly suitable, practical or beautiful.

* One of the Devil Serpent’s
greatest lies, is that GOD
doesn’t want man to enjoy life.
By this Lie, he has tempted man
to chase pleasure in many gardens. GOD planned Enclosed
Pleasure for man and his Bride!

Yet man had to be formed by
a gradual process and prepared with great accuracy for
this perfect union with his
bride to be. And no de-

Dress= work, serve, till the land,
serving (Serving GOD, and
eventually his bride). Serve is
mentioned 227 times in the Bible. Paradise is not a place of
idleness from work, and neither
is Marriage, we will find!

2:22 And the rib, which
the LORD GOD had taken from man, made He a
woman, and brought her
unto the man.

Made= to build, rebuild
(to establish a family).

Took= take, fetch, lay hold of.

Put him into= to rest, settle
down and remain.

would do.

lights can satisfy man like
what God Himself provides.
Be Alone= exist, remain.
I Will Make= Fashion, prepare.

A Help Meet= one who helps.
A suitable wife.
Now GOD could have made a
society of men first, to see if
that would meet Adam’s social needs, but Creator knew
better. A help Meet for a Man
was needed, nothing else

Here we see the Perfect
Union, a Marriage GOD
Ordained. Not a man
made fusion of same sex
combination. GOD made
Male and Female, not a
Confusion or mixture of
two Natures in one human
body.
* The Devil Serpents
Choice Lie in this present
Age is to convince even
school age children that
they are really homosexual, or Bi-sexual. ...NOT!
The Creator who made
man knows what makes
man Truly
happy and
fulfilled.,
A Perfect
Marriage of
A Man and
A Woman!

